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I take very little credit for curating this exhibit. Jen drafted and submitted the proposal for the exhibit and then asked me if I would like to be a part of it. I said yes, without hesitation. This was a tremendous opportunity because I—in fact, neither one of us—had curated an exhibit before. Jen, having worked at the School of Social Work, was more familiar with Bill’s story. I focused on the other parts of the exhibit: how Bill’s story would have happened if he had grown up in Iowa, and how disability and advocacy have changed and expanded over the years.

When Bill died in 1983, I was only 6 years old. I did not know about Bill Sackter while I was growing up in Indiana, nor had I seen the movie Bill on TV. When I arrived at the University of Iowa in 2010 to pursue a graduate degree from the School of Library and Information Science, I came across Wild Bill’s, a coffee shop in North Hall. I would occasionally visit the coffee shop while taking classes at the University of Iowa Center for the Book and noticed the photographs of Bill on the wall.

I did not really get to know the story of Bill until after graduating, after having my stroke (shortly after graduation), and after I started working at the University of Iowa Libraries. I became involved in disability awareness and advocacy on campus and had a chance to see a screening of A Friend Indeed at Wild Bill’s, hosted by Jen. From that documentary, I began to understand the significance of Bill and the impact he had on those who knew him, and the impact that he still has today.

It is important to tell his story again. There are fewer and fewer people who know the story of Bill Sackter. This exhibit will hopefully introduce, or reintroduce, Bill to a community that he had—and still has—a tremendous influence on.

Brad Ferrier [he/him]
Digital Projects Librarian
Special Collections & Archives, University of Iowa Libraries

Thank you for getting to know Bill with us, and for helping us keep telling his story! There is so much more to his life than we could display in this one room—but we hope you enjoy some of the parts of the story that we are sharing. And, even more important, we hope you will also share your stories with us.

Hey buddy, I’m Jen.

How do you begin to tell someone’s life story? How do you do that using the objects their life left behind? What objects would tell your life story? Could you do justice to the life story of a person you never met?

These are questions I’ve grappled with while curating this exhibit. I never knew if I’d be able to do a good enough job, since Bill Sackter was such a beloved, transformative person and cultural figure, and I only came to know his story many years after his death.

I knew of Wild Bill’s Coffee Shop as an undergrad at Iowa many years ago, but wasn’t really familiar with Bill’s story until I became the manager of Wild Bill’s in 2018 through my role as the marketing and community engagement specialist in the School of Social Work. Barry Morrow had held basically the same position (I think his title was multimedia specialist) more than 30 years before me. I got the job shortly after Tom Waltz died, but his name still rang through North Hall as a self-described “maverick professor” and creative leader. At that time, though Tom had retired and Bill had been gone for decades, I was overseeing the employment of a dozen community members with disabilities who were still running the coffee shop and carrying on his legacy. What a powerful throughline!

When Wild Bill’s Coffee Shop shifted to a different model in 2021 (due to COVID-19 and other reasons) and its cousin coffee shop Uptown Bill’s closed, I knew we needed to preserve that legacy and tell his story to a whole new community of people who have joined our community without knowing who Bill was, or how much of a difference he made. That’s why I proposed this exhibit.

Many of the items on display came from the School of Social Work. These items have been catalogued, preserved, and archived for future people who want to study Bill’s life. There’s also a Tom Waltz collection in the University Archives, which was donated by his family in 2018. We reached out to Barry Morrow, who graciously donated personal items from Bill’s life that helped tell the story, and whose wonderful stories make up the bulk of my knowledge of Bill’s life. Barry connected us with Jack Doepke, another close friend of Bill’s, who also contributed photos and stories.

Bill had so many buddies because he was a friend to everyone. It’s astounding and inspiring that he had so much love to give after having been treated so poorly for so long. I hope that many of his friends will visit the exhibit and think we did a good job of representing the life of this extraordinary, complex man and the world in which he lived. For visitors who are getting to know Bill’s story for the first time, I hope you leave feeling like a buddy.

There is so much more to his life than we could display in this one room—but we hope you enjoy the parts of the story that we are sharing. And, even more important, we hope you will also share your stories with us.

Thank you for getting to know Bill with us, and for helping us keep telling his story!

Jen Knights [she/her]
Marketing and Communications Manager
School of Music, Department of Theatre Arts, Department of Dance

I had the occasion to meet Barry Morrow in 2013, when I worked at the University of Iowa Foundation (now the UI Center for Advancement). Along with our mutual friend Dick Blazek, who was my coworker at the time, we made a short video in Wild Bill’s to promote giving to support Wild Bill’s as part of the foundation’s giving week for staff. Who would’ve thought we’d end up here?

—Jen
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Scan the QR code for exhibit extras:

Listen to Bill play his harmonica.

Hear Bill sing a song with his friend Jack Doepke.

Watch the full-length documentary, *A Friend Indeed: The Bill Sackter Story*.

Find an interview with Tom Walz in which he talks about his friendship with Bill.

Listen to a recording of Barry Morrow’s eulogy for Bill.

*Transcriptions are available for audio files with spoken words and closed captioning is available for the documentary.*

Tell Your Story

We couldn’t possibly tell the whole story of disability in this exhibit. We could barely begin to tell one man’s life story!

That’s why we invite you to tell your story.

Whether you have a memory of Bill that you’d love to share, or a story of your own lived experience with disability, we want to hear it.

Scan the QR code to share your story.